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Migrating South...
It was the middle of February 
2014, and all of us at Hollander’s 
suburban Minneapolis 
headquarters were shivering 
through one of the coldest winters 
in memory.
 As the mercury dipped 
and the weekend approached, 
some of our chilled-to-the-bone 
colleagues began heading for 
Florida, Cancun, Jamaica and 
other sun-drenched locales in 
search of relief from Old Man 
Winter.  
 We were traveling, too, 
but to a completely different 
destination. And instead of toting 
SPF 30, board shorts and beach 
towels, our gear consisted of a 
couple of digital cameras, 
memory cards, a laptop and 
plenty of batteries. 
 The two of us were 
headed for Toronto, Ontario, 
Canada, for the Canadian 
International AutoShow, and 
we were going there to do some 
sleuthing. 
 We visit several auto 
shows each year, including 
Anaheim, Los Angeles, Miami 
and Detroit. Detroit offers us a 
particularly good look at vehicles 
from the Big Three. The Miami 
and West Coast auto shows 
enable us to get up close and 
personal with many imported 
vehicles that are popular out west 
and in the south. 
 And then there’s the 
Canadian International Auto 

Show. We’ve attended it for 
the past several years to gather 
information about vehicles for the 
Canadian market. Despite auto 
makers’ increasing shift to global 
vehicles, where one car fits many 
markets internationally, many 
vehicles still differ slightly based 
on where they’re sold. Canada is 
a prime example. The Canadian 

version of the Mazda2, for 
instance, is offered in GX and 
GS editions. But in the U.S, the 
Mazda2 is comes in Sport and 
Touring packages. 
 The Hollander 
Interchange™ lists all four 
packages so both our U.S. and 
Canadian clients have a complete 
and accurate listing.
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At a glance: Hollander
Pioneer Roy Hollander and wife 
Hildur compiled the first interchangeable 
part list in 1934, which grew to become 
the Hollander Interchange, which 
remains the most widely used database 
for identifying interchangeable auto parts 
today
Provider In addition to the 
Interchange, Hollander provides yard 
management systems and part solutions 
to auto recycle yards domestically and
internationally

Leader Hollander is the industry’s 
leader in services and part solutions for 
auto recyclers, with cutting edge  
technology that provides for its 
Powerlink®, eLink™, EDEN® and much 
more software
Partner Hollander’s top-of-the-line 
solutions connect businesses directly with 
consumers, working to provide its clients 
with easy-to-use, smart tactics for selling 
more parts
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The Interchange...
The Hollander Interchange is just 
as its name says: a 
comprehensive list of all the 
auto and light truck parts that are 
interchangeable. It was developed 
in 1934, and is more popular 
today than ever. 
Hollander 
provides 
database 
solutions and 
services to auto 
recyclers. More 
than 3,000 
automotive 
recycling yards 
rely on its 
interchange to 
quickly find the 
right part for 
their customers. 
Collision and 
mechanical 
repair shops, 
“do-it-your-
selfers” and car 
collectors 
restoring their 
dream cars also 
use it to find the 
parts they need. As 
Hollander Interchange analysts, 
we and our seven counterparts 
spend thousands of hours each 
year researching and updating the 
Interchange.
 Updating the Interchange 
requires a vast network of 
resources and legwork. We 
receive information directly 
from manufacturers, visit local 

auto dealers for a close-up look 
at recent changes and research 
tirelessly on the Internet. Auto 
shows, however, may be our 
favorite information-gathering 
resource available. 
There are plenty of changes to 

track. The Interchange includes 
more than 150 mechanical and 
body parts and assemblies, 
encompassing about three million 
interchanges in all. With 
automobile manufacturers 
continually churning out new 
models—and always updating 
existing ones—we’ll add
approximately 340 new and 
updated cars and trucks to the 

Interchange this year.
 It’s our job to find and 
document all differences, no 
matter how subtle. If we miss 
even a small change, an auto 
recycler somewhere may provide 
the incorrect part, a customer will 

be
inconvenienced 
and neither will 
be pleased. 
Oh Canada...
We arrived in 
Toronto and 
were happy to 
discover the 
weather a bit 
warmer than 
what we’d left 
- Toronto is, 
after all, south 
of Minneapolis. 
We chose to stay 
at the Fairmont 
Royal York 
Hotel, a 
landmark in the 
center of 
downtown that 
dates to 1843 
and was rebuilt 

in 1929. It’s a beautiful place, 
with a kind and caring staff and 
just a short walk to the show. 
 We took Toronto’s PATH 
underground walkway from our 
hotel and quickly arrived at our 
destination: The Metro 
Toronto Convention Centre, 
home to Canada’s largest auto 
show and 600,000 square feet of 
automotive nirvana. 
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Interchange Analysts Todd Novak and Tyler Steele got a look at the newest 
technoligies hitting Canadian roads in 2014
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 The lights, sights and 
sounds were overwhelming at 
first. Thousands of men, 
women and families packed 
the convention center to get a 
glimpse at the latest and greatest 
vehicles to hit the pavement. The 
cars and trucks, buffed to a 
mirror-like finish, were both 
dazzling and enchanting. 
Inventory ranged from 
million-dollar supercars like the 
McLaren P1 to budget-minded 
microcars like the $9,998 Nissan 
Micra—and hundreds in between. 
 The technologies were 
equally impressive, with plenty 
of electric, hybrid, clean diesel 
and supercharged power plants as 
well as heaps of slick new 
navigation, collision-avoidance 
and other systems. Roy 
Hollander, who developed the 
Interchange in 1934, would have 
been impressed – maybe with 
more than just the advancement 
in car technology.
 Amidst all the bright lights 
and glossy paint jobs, we tried 
not to think of the unfortunate 
reality that accompanies what we 
do. As flawless as these vehicles 
are today, they and others like 
them will come to the end of their 
lives someday—either, ideally, 
after long years of service to their 
owners or, unfortunately, through 
an accident—and become 
replacement parts for others. 
 Auto recycling is a $22 
billion industry that employs 
more than 100,000 people across 

North America. Each year auto-
motive recyclers process 95 
percent of all retired vehicles 
and reuse 80 percent of the 
contents of each. Low-mileage 
vehicles are valuable sources of 
fresh engines, transmissions, 
suspensions and body parts. In 
essence, they become “green 

parts” that still offer thousands 
of miles of use to a new own-
er. Even vehicles with 300,000 
miles on the odometer are prized 
for their body panels, plastic 
bumper covers, wheels, glass 
and other parts that become 
harder to find as vehicles age. 
 Since we were there for 

Auto Recycling by the numbers

Billion dollars, the 
amount of total 
annual revenue for 
the automotive 
recycling industry  

Million barrels of oil 
estimated to be 
saved each year in 
the maufacturing of 
new or replacement 
parts

Million new             
vehicles that could 
be produced by the 
amount of steel     
saved in the 
recycling process  

Percent of the car 
that ends up 
reusable in the 
recycling process

*Stats retrieved from Automotive Recycling AssociaTIon web site (www.a-r-a.org).
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business, we dove right in. We 
set our sights on a few models 
we absolutely had to see, first 
looked them over from outside, 
including peeking under the 
hood, and then crawled inside 
for a close inspection. We 
documented everything we saw, 
from advancements like the 
clean burning, Chrysler 3.0 liter 
diesel engine to the refined 1978 
Volkswagen Rabbit on display, 
eagerly snapping photos and 
furiously jotting notes. 
 In all, we toured more 
than 80 percent of the vehicles at 
the show, took more than 3,800 
images and identified at least 40 
model and package differences 
between the Canadian and U.S. 
markets. The photos and data 
will help us accurately update the 
Interchange, giving our clients 
complete, up-to-date 
information about the vehicles 

they will soon see 
coming through their doors. 
The grandfather of 
recycling...
After surveying dozens of 
vehicles, we decided to take a 
quick break. We headed over 
to one of the many concession 
stands for a couple of bottles of 
water. After downing them, we 
dutifully recycled our plastic 
bottles and marveled at the irony. 
 The auto recycling 
industry is truly the grandfather 
of the recycling movement, 
important to remember as the 
world becomes increasingly 
aware of recycling paper, cans 
and bottles. The Hollander 
Interchange, developed at the 
height of the Great Depression 
when metal was extremely 
valuable, actually inspired the 
automotive recycling industry. 
Interchange books reach as 

far back as the 1920s, while a     
living database goes back as far 
as 1950 and continues through 
today. The industry it created 
plays a crucial role in the 
effective and environmentally 
responsible recycling of these 
vehicles for the automotive 
industry.
 After nearly two days of 
pouring over interiors, peeking 
under hoods and snapping 
pictures from every angle, our 
work was done. We reluctantly 
bade farewell to the gleaming 
Canadian International AutoShow 
and its awesome array of new 
vehicles and technologies. 
 Until next year, when 
the weather gets cold and our 
colleagues again sail for 
tropical destinations; but not 
us, we’ll gladly head back to 
Toronto to check out the 2015 
models. 
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From the newest, most efficient models like the Porsche Panamera S hybrid (left) to polished throwbacks like the 1978 
Volkswagon Rabbit (right), our analysts recorded notes on more than 80 percent of displayed vehicles
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Holander Interchange includes more 
than 150 mechanical and body parts 
and assemblies, encompassing about 3 
million interchanges in all...We’ll add  
approximately 340 new and updated 
cars and trucks to the Interchange this 
year.


